"THE UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR"

OFFERS A COURSE IN "HIGHER EDUCATION" TO THOSE WHO WISH TO BECOME Expert PILOTS.

The founders of the Garland-Clevenger School of Aeronautics were idealistic enough to want to establish the best flying school in the country, and practical enough to succeed in doing it.

The whole interest of everyone connected with the Garland-Clevenger School lies with the student. For the students' thorough schooling Cloyd P. Clevenger has originated the Clevenger System of Flight Training, the most comprehensive pilot-training course that qualifies the graduate for private, commercial, or transport license. Master pilot and noted author of widely read books on aviation, Clevenger has chosen some of the foremost flying instructors of America to assist in the training of professional pilots. Unlimited financial resources provide the Garland-Clevenger student with the newest, most modern, government approved student training ships. Tulsa contributes her mild season for year 'round flying, her ideally adapted terrain; and the $250,000 Garland Airport makes this one of the best equipped flying schools in the country.

Write for full information included in our booklet, "The Greatest Need of the Day." A copy of "Modern Flight", the well known work of Cloyd P. Clevenger may also be secured for $1.00.